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FOREWORD

Another leap forwards for research
by Catherine Rivière, CEO of GENCI
Another leap forwards… At the beginning of 2015, the
Occigen supercomputer, GENCI’s latest acquisition installed at Cines in Montpellier, together with the increase in
the capacity of the Turing computer at Idris, have given
French academic researchers access to a “network” of
four petascale supercomputers. These use different but
complementary architectures and mean they can respond

All rights reserved
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The progress we have made
since the creation of GENCI in
2007 has been outstanding!
With the investments during the last seven years and the
collective dynamic that has been generated, both with its
associates, major players in high performance computing
- CEA, CNRS, Universities and Inria - and the national
computing centres, GENCI has made it possible for France
to develop a coordinated and effective national po-

licy, based at three levels - each complementary
with the other and satisfying the needs of all
users, as explained by Sylvie Joussaume, the new Chair
of the PRACE Scientiﬁc Steering Committee (see page 26):
At the top, the European resources at the technological
cutting edge for large-scale simulations; at the national
level, for more conventional projects; and ﬁnally, at the
regional level, more local and easily accessed resources
for the largest number. As
Occigen by night © Cines
Mickaël Krajecki, Director of
Romeo, the Champagne-Ardenne computing centre (see
to the diverse requirements of the scienpage 18), writes, an exemtiﬁc community. Offering a total of 5.7
plary dynamic has been creapetaﬂop/s and with more than one
ted in the region thanks to
billion computing hours available
Equip@meso (see page 16),
every year, GENCI provides the re- Vortex structures developing in the diffuser of
sources to ensure French researchers re- a hydroelectric power plant (see page 15)
not just in making available
main scientiﬁcally competitive by © LEGI
computing resources but also
achieving often outstanding results, as
in increased levels of support
demonstrated by the “Grands Challenges”carried out on for SMEs. This is also the direction being taken by the
Occigen at the end of 2014 (see page 5), together with "Initiative HPC-PME" (HPC-SME Initiative), supporthe wide range of examples presented in this document. ted by Bpifrance, GENCI and Inria, which, having deThis success echoes that of the Curie supercomputer at monstrated its effectiveness, will soon be in its
TGCC which, as in 2013, continues to be one of the most industrialisation phase, as announced by Fabien Terraillot,
popular in terms of project calls for the PRACE European from the Ministry of the Economy, Industry and Digital
Sciences (see page 22).
research infrastructure (see page 24).
It is not only a sign that we have made the right technical More than ever, and working together, we must now
and technological choices but also that the three national continue to promote the use of these astounding compucomputing centres (see page 10) offer their users the en- ting resources and thus make possible further advances
vironment and support that they hope for, enabling in all ﬁelds. Good reading!
each of the computers - Curie at TGCC, Ada and Turing at
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Fresh air
for French research!
The end of 2014 saw the installation of the Occigen supercomputer (standing for OCcitanie, Cines, GENci and pronounced oxygen) at Cines, in Montpellier. With a peak power
of 2.1 petaﬂop/s, it is the most powerful French supercomputer purchased and made
available to French academic researchers by GENCI.
Occigen takes up the relay at Cines from the Jade computer, purchased by GENCI in
2008 and ﬁnally turned off at the end of January 2015. With Occigen, the available computing power at Cines has been increased by a factor of 8.
Based on latest technologies, Occigen will allow the execution of a huge variety of applications in scientiﬁc ﬁelds as diverse as climatology, combustion, astrophysics, medicine and biology, plasma physics and materials science, processing vast amounts of
data.
With this acquisition and the extension of the Turing computer at Idris (see page 10), the
national computing capacity accessible to French researchers at the beginning of 2015
reached 5.7 Pﬂop/s on a variety of complementary and high performance systems, enabling them to maintain their competitive scientiﬁc edge.
Before being put into production, a series of large-scale simulations, known as “Grands
Challenges”, were performed on Occigen. Run on virtually all its components, the aim of
these is to check that the supercomputer is operating correctly and also to produce major
scientiﬁc advances, as will be seen in the two examples presented on the following page.
Occigen has been operational since 12 January 2015.

Technology: Bull Bullx
Peak power: 2.1 petaﬂops
Number of processors: 4 212 (Intel Haswell ®)
Number of computing cores: 50 544
Memory: 202 terabytes
Maximum consumption: 935 kW
Energy efficiency: < 1,1 on the computing part
© Cines
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New horizons for the ocean
Because of the importance of its role in the Earth’s climate
system, oceanic circulation is the subject of a large number of simulations. These have already helped reveal certain of the characteristics of oceanic turbulence under the
dominant inﬂuence of the rotation of the planet.
Using the NEMO code based NATL60 simulation, the
MEOM (Modélisation des Ecoulements Océaniques Multi-Echelles) team at the LGGE (Laboratoire de Glaciologie et Géophysique de
l’Environnement), has taken a further step forward!
With eight weeks on Occigen, and an allocation of 17 million hours, it piloted the
very ﬁrst simulation ever created of the
oceanic circulation in the North Atlantic on a kilometre scale and taking
into account the complexity of undersea hills and elevations (with a resolution of one metre at
the surface, to 50 metres in the deepest depressions) as
well as the enormous variability of surface atmospheric
conditions. Enough to make a novice’s head spin but bring
great joy to scientists who, thanks to these truly excep-

tional simulations - which represent a
factor 30 improvement on the existing state-of-the-art in
oceanography - have revealed a “new”, never before
seen, ocean.
This ocean is an extraordinary entanglement, in three dimensions, of minute scale circulation structures, combining waves and currents, distributed in a
highly heterogeneous way through
the basin and subject to a very
strong seasonality. These extremely unsteady movements help
explain the difﬁculties in linking spatial
observations of the surface and
© LGGE
in-situ measurements.
The data gathered during the analysis (tens of terabytes) will act as a reference for the joint French-US SWOT (Surface
Water and Ocean Topography) space mission that will be
launched in 2020. Signiﬁcant advances are to be hoped
for in our understanding of the interactions between the
various scale oceanic movements.
http://lgge.osug.fr/meom/meom.html.en

Wind in the sails
With seas and oceans accounting for
71% of the surface of the planet,
marine energy sources represent a
potential future solution for the generation of “clean” electricity. Offshore wind turbines are
an example of this, located at sea on anchored or ﬂoating
platforms to best capture and convert wind energy. Just
like the land-based ones, most of these wind turbines
operate on the horizontal axis and rotate slowly, at fewer
than 10 revolutions a minute, for the largest of these.
The ﬂoating vertical axis offshore wind turbine, an innovation developed by the French company, Nenuphar, with
the support of Bpifrance, Areva Wind and EDF-EN, offers
a highly promising alternative: Using blades with a variable wind-determined pitch, it can capture the wind from
any direction and is not overly sensitive to swell – which
should help increase its efﬁciency and the stability of
installation. This innovative concept however encountered a major problem: Dynamic stalling, which occurs when the speed of the wind turbine blades gets

close to that of the incident wind and results in the generation of numbers of vortices that perturb the performance
of the whole unit.
And this is where Ghislain Lartigue and Vincent Moureau,
researchers at Coria and specialists in high resolution simulation of subsonic ﬂows, came in. They were responsible for conducting Large-Eddy Simulations, using the
YALES2 code and 2.5 million hours, to reach a better understanding and mastery of this phenomenon that can
lead to signiﬁcant fatigue in the structures and thus reduce the working life of the turbine. First simulations ever
run with a 2.4 billion element mesh and a resolution size
of 2.5 cm (the wind turbine is 30 meters high), they led
the scientists to reproduce, as closely as possible, the
phenomenon and its impacts, in particular on the rotor
wake generated by the wind turbine.

© Nenuphar

© Coria
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Snapshots of the 2014 campaign
Access to the computing resources of GENCI is based on a twice yearly call for projects process. This
is open to the scientiﬁc community, as well as to industrial researchers working within an academic
project, wishing to undertake research work.

783 million hours allocated
1,2 billion hours applied for.
580 projects awarded (571 in 2013).
6% rejections (7% in 2013).

Ada 74 million hours
Turing 474 million hours
Curie 105.7 million hours
Jade 128 million hours

Yoda 1,6 million hours

Demand exceeds supply
An average of 2 million hours
requested per project (811,000 hours in 2011).

Still a high level of pressure
All scientific communities
are represented
And projects are renewed
25% new projects (27% in 2013).

Very efficient use of resources
97% hours used.

More pressure on Ada in 2014.
Like in 2013, high level of pressure on generalist systems such as Curie.

Stability in the number of projects supported by ANR (39% compared
with 38% in 2013) or by a company (16% compared with 14% in 2013).
Parallelisation
17% codes use more than 1,000 computing cores
(13% in 2013).

Benefits of preparatory access
65 projects (48 in 2013) were beneﬁciaries of a preparatory access process to migrate or test their codes on new architectures, with a small time allocation. These requests
are assessed on technical criteria by the computing centres, which can seek a scientiﬁc advice as required.
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An excellent year
An overview of the principal characteristics of the 580 projects that were allocated computing time
on GENCI’s resources in 2014, with the Chairs of the eleven GENCI Subject Panels that assess the
applications.
In terms of environmental sciences, more than half of
the projects dealt with atmospheric issues, a third oceanic
questions and the remaining 10% how the Earth system
as a whole operated with coupled ocean-atmosphere
codes. These projects resulted in almost 200 publications;
a number that is constantly increasing.

In the ﬁeld of molecular modelling applied to biology,
classic dynamic molecular simulations constituted the
predominant approach. Speciﬁc methods can be applied,
for example, to improve sampling or the accuracy of the
computations. The computations are often closely linked
with experimental approaches and act to complement,
quantify or interpret these latter.

In the ﬁeld of non-reactive fluids, fundamental projects
with high academic impact cohabit alongside projects
more speciﬁcally focussed on industrial applications, in
particular in the areas of energy control, industrial safety
and the reduction of nuisances.

In the ﬁelds of quantum chemistry and molecular modelling, once again a large, but fairly stable, number of
applications were submitted but the amount of time requested per project increased. The projects were of a
consistently good or very good quality, in terms of the wriIn the ﬁelds of reactive and multiphasic fluids, complex ting-up/compilation of the project, the rationalisation and
physical phenomena were simulated for the ﬁrst time in evaluation of resources requested and the scientiﬁc rehigh resolution and in real geometries. The relevance of sults achieved (345 publications in peer-reviewed interall this work was demonstrated with the publication of re- national journals).
sults in the leading international scientiﬁc journals.
In the ﬁelds of physics, chemistry and material properIn the ﬁelds of biology and health, the number of appli- ties, over 80% of the projects involved numeric ab initio
cations for computing time increased in 2014 with the simulations, a method now established as the essential
opening of new subjects such as cardiac electrophysio- approach, acting in most cases as the interface with an
logy, and resulted in publications in the top journals in the increasingly complex experimental reality. A growing numsubject.
ber of projects are related to the design of materials with
speciﬁc properties associated with critical societal chalIn the ﬁelds of astrophysics and geophysics, the number lenges (energy, environment, health, etc.).
of projects continued to increase, by almost 10% in 2014
with a split of around two-thirds for astrophysics and one- Finally, looking at new or multidisciplinary high perforthird for geophysics. The time requested also increased: mance computing applications, six projects were choIn 2014, almost a third of the projects asked for over a sen in 2014 in a range of ﬁelds such as electromagnetism
million hours.
or geology.
In the ﬁelds of theoretical physics and plasma physics,
the projects ranged from the fundamental to the applied.
Whilst the subject of “Hot plasma” dominated in terms of
projects, QCD (quantum chromodynamics) remained the
biggest user of time. 22 articles were published in peerreviewed journals in 2014.
In the ﬁelds of computer science, algorithms and mathematics, the projects were divided between parallel algorithms (design) and numerical algorithms (applications).
These were covered in tens of publications and an equivalent number of conference contributions.

© GENCI
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Reconstituting life
To reconstitute digitally the emergence of life on Earth by termined the conditions necessary for
following, step by step, the formation of organic mole- these reactions.
cules… That was the challenge accepted by Professors This was the ﬁrst numerical simulation in the world of
Stanley Miller’s experience led in
Marco Saitta (Université Pierre et
1953, which has demonstrated
Marie Curie, France) and Franz
the possibility of the spontaneous
Saija (lstituto per i Processi Chiformation of living molecules from
mico-Fisici/CNR, Italy).
simple molecules, under the impulse of an electrical discharge.
Following atomic scale simulations
on GENCI’s computers, Jade at
Published in the prestigious PNAS
Cines and Ada at Idris and using
1.2 million hours, the two physiAll rights reserved (Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences) revue in Sepcists were able to observe how
glycine, the simplest amino acid involved in neurotrans- tember 2014, this work, subject of a great deal of media
missions at the level of the spinal cord, spontaneously for- attention in France and abroad, has helped highlight the
med out of the “soup” of simple molecules (water, contribution of numerical simulation to quantum chemismethane, ammoniac, hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon mo- try. It opens new perspectives in understanding the menoxide) when subjected to intense electrical ﬁelds. They chanisms and conditions for the formation of prebiotic
also identiﬁed the reactional mechanisms involved and de- molecules, at the origin of the precursors of life.

Bubbles opening the path
the surface of the membrane: They are unstable and eventually implode releasing a large amount of energy, causing
a deformation of the membrane and the temporary opening of a “canal” allowing the drug to enter.
The challenge for the process, known as sonoporation, is
controlling the bubbles. The simulations carried out using
280,000 hours on GENCI’s Jade computer at Cines allowed
the “tracking” of the implosion of a bubble and the meaIn facilitating this passage, there are various options, such suring of the impact according to its size, itself determined
as the encapsulation of the therapeutic agent in a “mole- by the ultra-sound frequency applied. A further step tocular shuttle” that can cross the membrane and then re- wards ever more effective treatments.
lease the agent inside the cell. Numerical simulation
makes it possible to explore the physical phenomena involved at the atomic level in order to improve existing processes or to test new ones such as the use of ultra-sounds
applied to membranous transport.
How can we make sure that a therapeutic molecule reaches its target unhindered? This is an important issue
for the pharmaceutical industry because sometimes molecules that have been successfully
tested in-vitro fail in-vivo to cross the barrier formed by
the membrane of their target cells.

This was the original work carried out by Christophe Chipot, researcher at Université de Lorraine and currently
working in the United States: Gaining passage through the
membrane by means of nano-bubbles generated by ultrasound. These so-called cavitation bubbles are formed on

All rights reserved
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An initial project call is issued during the
last quarter of year n-1 for an allocation of
time between 01 January and 31 December
in year n. This includes applications for computer
time for new projects or to renew current projects.
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ALLOCATION PROCESS
OF COMPUTING TIME
ON
NATIONAL RESOURCES

This is followed by a second project call
held during the second quarter of year n
for an allocation between 01 July and 31
December of the same year. This allows applications to be submitted for computing time
for a new project or a dossier approved during the ﬁrst
session.
Additional hours, or supplementary resources, can be allocated in exceptional instances to ongoing projects.
Each application for computing time must include details of the hoped for results. These are evaluated by the experts of the eleven GENCI Subject Panels (CT) - covering all the scientiﬁc
ﬁelds - on the basis of their scientific quality, and there is an obligation to publish the results of
the research.
Applications have to be submitted through
the www.edari.fr site.

In 2014, GENCI and ANR decided to share the evaluation of the computing time applications.
What does this involve?

RR

Two questions for Jean-Yves BERTHOU, head of the STIC (Sciences et technologies de l’information et de la communication) department at ANR.

For quite some time already we have been exchanging information with GENCI on computing time application ﬁles
because a signiﬁcant number of these - 39% in 2014 - are in receipt of support from ANR. Last year, we decided to
take this further by setting up a joint evaluation process: When researchers apply for computing time, their projects,
if submitted and preselected in the context of an ANR project call, are now directly examined by the experts on the
corresponding GENCI Subject Panel, for their computational aspects and the appropriateness of the computers requested.
This appraisal is in addition to that of ANR. The application no longer needs, for these projects, to be re-evaluated
again during the GENCI campaign. In 2014, some thirty ﬁles were dealt with in this way.

What is the outlook for 2015?
Last year this was a pilot process but the intention is naturally to continue forwards with the same operating principles.
Around forty ﬁles are likely to be include in its remit in 2015.
At the same time, together with GENCI we are examining the feedback with the aim of implementing both the details
for monitoring these projects and improving the communication between our respective evaluation systems
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Cutting edge service
The national computing resources, acquired and made available to users by GENCI, are operated
through three centres: The TGCC (CEA) in Bruyères-le-Châtel, Idris (CNRS) in Orsay and Cines (higher
education) in Montpellier.

Success for Curie at TGCC
2014 was a year of continued success for Curie in terms
of national (GENCI) and European (PRACE) project calls.
Thus, in the context of PRACE (see page 24), Curie remained the most sought after resource in 2014 with demand
ahead of available resources by more than 200%. Feedback from users shows
that the level of service
matches expectations, as
does the availability of
the computer.
There were two major
The all-female TGCC team in front
evolutions in the operaof Curie. (All rights reserved)
ting system during the
year: The ﬁrst involved
Curie during the summer,
and the second the storage systems in the autumn. These
changes were prepared for thanks to the making available, by the teams at TGCC, of a test environment for users.
This phase ensured there was a “managed” migration in
terms of the applications. A linked study into the implementation of a high-speed data transfer service between
the three national computing centres was also completed
at the end of 2014. The pilot phase was launched at the
beginning of 2015 involving a limited number of users and
is expected to last six months. This service is aimed at
those holding huge data volumes that need to be transferred to another national computing centre.

replaced with a new much more powerful conﬁguration
and the potential archive capacity was substantially increased. Finally, the shared disk capacity between the Ada
and Turing computers, for processing active data, will be
more than doubled by the end of 2015, with the latest generation disks running at twice the speed.
At the same time, Idris continued and developed its partnerships and involvement in external projects. In France,
this was notably the case with the Maison de la Simulation, the Institut Français de Bio-Informatique which is
getting ready to install its national platform on its premises, the e-Biothon project in life sciences, etc. At the
European level, this was mainly in the context of PRACE
projects, whilst Idris had also prepared, during the year,
its joint tender, alongside its French partners, for the European call for projects relating to the establishment, in
2015, of the Centres of Excellence (CoE).

Second breath at Cines

The key event for 2014 for the teams at Cines, and one
that demanded a great deal of work, was the installation,
in the autumn, of the successor to Jade, Occigen, a 2.1
Pﬂop/s peak performance supercomputer, designed by
Bull and bought by GENCI. Some “Grands Challenges”
were scheduled between December 2014 and January
2015: the often outstanding results will be presented to a
symposium in 2015 (see examples page 5). Open for all
users as of 12 January 2015, Occigen has achieved good
stability and performance that are beyond expectation.
Increased capacities at Idris
The ﬁrst session of the 2015 campaign, which took place
at the end of 2014, saw a high level of demand for OcciIn 2014, Idris completed a signiﬁcant increase in its ca- gen, reﬂecting its scientiﬁc value. Simultaneously, the ﬁle
pacities, both in terms of computation and storage. In No- server was upgraded with the implementation of a backed
vember, Turing was given an additional 32,768 cores, up Lustre space of 2 PB with a total rate to Occigen of 50
taking its conﬁguration to almost 100,000 cores and 100 GB/s. In addition, during the summer of 2014, a major
Tb of central memory, with a peak power of 1.26 Pﬂop/s. overhaul of the electrical system helped improve the seThe storage capacities were also greatly increased to be curity of the “sensitive” equipment (data, networks, etc.).
able to deal with the si- At the European level, Cines continued its involvement in
Turing, now with an additional 32,768
gniﬁcant growth in re- the Eudat and PRACE projects.
new cores.
quirements.
There were also, ﬁnally, developments relating to the evo© CNRS Photothèque / Cyril Frésillon
The archive server, da- lution of the DARI national application and of the Prace
ting back to 2009, was Peer Review both developed and hosted at Cines.
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In the tails of the comet
At the heart of the frozen core of a comet there are billions
of tiny “cometary” dust particles. When this core heats up,
as the comet passes near the Sun, these dust particles are
ejected and form, in its wake, huge, relatively narrow (several million kilometres) clouds that are enormously long,
measured in the hundreds of millions of kilometres.
The task of tracing the formation, trajectory and evolution
of these clouds - also known as meteor swarms - is that
of Jérémie Vaubaillon, researcher at the IMCCE (Institut de
Mécanique Céleste et de Calcul des Ephémérides). Identifying the trajectory of these swarms can be of critical importance, in particular for protecting satellites orbiting the
Earth or exploring Mars that could be damaged as a result
of the collisions with this cometary dust particles at speeds
of between 11 and 71 km/h. Or simply marvelling at a
shooting star display, an indication that the Earth is passing through a meteor shower.

least 200 years. The number of parameters involved makes it necessary to call
on the resources of GENCI, in this case
32,000 hours on Jade in 2014 and 200,000 hours on Occigen in 2015 at Cines.

Only numerical simulation can calculate the trajectory of
a meteor swarm, from a representative sample, here of
30,000 cometary particles in three size ranges, from hundreds of microns to a centimetre, and its evolution over at

After the more “famous” comets such as Churyumov-Gerasimenko, Jérémie Vaubaillon is looking at less well
known but just as important objects… Which can only be
understood through computational analysis.

Shooting stars photographed in 2013 from the Observatoire
d’Oukaïmden (Université de Marrakech) in Morocco.
© IMCCE

Inside turbulence
Turbulent ﬂows involving a number of
ﬂuids (liquid or gas) are of huge interest in a variety of areas of application
such as nuclear power station cooling,
the optimisation of fuel consumption in a motor, the fabrication of new materials for aeronautic and space vehicles or the puriﬁcation of steel.
In all of these conﬁgurations, the dynamic of the ﬂow and
the transfers of mass and heat are intimately connected
to the coupling between a deformable interface, which
splits into drops or bubbles, and the speeds of and pressures in each of the ﬂuids.
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) makes it possible to
reproduce the changes in the interfaces, to describe the
variation in the spatial-temporal scales of the interfacial
structures and predict the sizes of the drops or bubbles
generated and the interfacial areas involved, which is the
ﬁrst parameter of the combustion in a motor, for instance.

The team under Professor Stéphane Vincent, at the MSME
(Modélisation et Simulation Multi-Echelle) laboratory, working with a number of laboratories in the context of the
ANR Modemi project, produced simulations of these
ﬂows.
For the ﬁrst time at an international level, a number of
computing codes were compared with the aim of analysing the coupling of the turbulence with a highly deformable interface, covering conﬁgurations where there had
been no experiments. This type of simulation makes it
possible to improve understanding and control over turbulent interface issues. These computations were carried
out on meshes containing 100 million to 8 billion points
on 1,000 to 10,000 cores, using all GENCI computers:
Curie (1.2 million hours) at TGCC, Ada (400,000 hours) at
TGCC, Turing (12
million hours) at
Idris, and Jade
(640,000 hours)
at Cines.
© MSME
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INTERVIEW

“A shared common destiny”
Brigitte Plateau, Chair of Allistène, the research alliance for digital sciences and technologies, and Chair of the Grenoble INP group, talks about the challenges for the numeric
sciences and the growing links with GENCI.

© Grenoble INP

GENCI is a major player in high mework in which the research takes place, for instance
the interface between biology and digital or in the ﬁeld of
performance computing

Thanks to its links with the three national computing centres - TGCC in
Bruyères-le-Châtel, Idris in Orsay and
Cines in Montpellier, GENCI is a key
hub for high performance computing in France. The resources it can provide are crucial for research teams in
applied mathematics, computing, telecommunications,
etc. And, in a wider sense, it is also true for all disciplines
using high performance computing and numerical simulation.
Everyone in France who uses high performance computing knows about GENCI! These are essential resources
that complement those available at the mesocentres, with
a well-integrated articulation.

robotics with the emergence of anthropomorphic robots.

Stronger links need to be created between Allistène and GENCI
Allistène is the alliance of research operators in the ﬁeld
of digital sciences and technologies whilst GENCI covers
all sciences using computation.
Whilst numeric science researchers are not all huge users
of the national computing resources, GENCI can, nevertheless assist them and not simply in terms of data production but more in terms of carrying out series of
experiments and tests, in particular in ﬁelds such as applied mathematics and algorithms.

Allistène is involved in the economic and social GENCI can also count on the political support of Allistène,
changes arising from the spread of digital as the operator of important resources within the digital
sciences and technologies perimeter. I believe however
sciences and technologies
that we need to go even further, with a shared, closer,
Allistène is not simply interested in digital sciences and common destiny, with better argued positions. This is sotechnologies but also in their use in a variety of media mething to think about, and act on!
(PCs, tablets, laptops, connected objects, etc.), in the economic domain (banking, insurance), wider society (energy,
health, social networks, education) and well-being in geGeneration of surface meshes
neral (home automation, for example).
(2013), GEOMETRICA team - Inria

The new challenges raised by digital sciences and technologies, such as intelligent objects that are going to become part of people’s everyday lives over the next 20 to
30 years and thus completely alter how we see the world,
give rise to questions that we must contemplate, and possibly resolve. This is a huge challenge for research as well
as a crucial challenge for society!
It is our responsibility to control these applications: Allistène is going to argue for the creation of a national ethics
committee for digital sciences and technologies, similar
to those that exist in the ﬁelds of biology and health. We
must consider all the potential impacts and provide a fra-

Sophia Antipolis Méditerrannée
© Inria / GEOMETRICA project
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In the heart of the volcano
By simulating the 3 April 2007 eruption
of Piton de la Fournaise on Reunion Island, the team of
Pierre Tulet from the LACy (Laboratoire de l’Atmosphère
et des Cyclones) reproduced the sulphur pollution levels
observed at the surface of the lava and highlighted the extreme sensitivity of the sulphur distribution to meteorological conditions, the relief and the properties of the
eruption.
An innovative modelling tool has been developed as a re- This extremely high deﬁnition simulations (100 and 500
sult of a number of programmes and collaborations bet- metres, 2 kilometres) would not have been achievable wiween laboratories, coupling together two models: a thout the numeric capacities of Jade at Cines (440,000
surface model (FOREFIRE) making it possible to reproduce hours).
the evolution of the lava and the associated
thermodynamic and chemical ﬂows during its
propagation (burning vegetation, entry of the
lava into the sea); an atmospheric model (MesoNH) including a volcanic convection module
and a three-phase reactional model (gas, aerosol, microphysics) for tracking the transport and
chemical transformation of the sulphur and volcanic halogens and the formation of acid preciSimulation of the 3 april 2007 eruption of Piton de la Fournaise (Réunion Island): the lava
pitation.
Volcanos are regarded as one of the biggest sources of
natural pollution and we need a better understanding of
their impacts on populations, ecosystems and on the climate. The problem in representing the lifecycle of volcanic
plumes arises from the huge number of different processes involved and their multi-scale and transdisciplinary
characteristics.

is in red, the volcanic plume is colored and the convection phenomenon generated by
the entry of the lava into the sea is shaded n grey with arrows for the wind © LACy

Better identiﬁcation for epilepsy
Even designing innovative mathema- zure. This is particularly important when patients are retical methods and algorithms for mo- sistant to conventional treatments and a surgical option
delling electromagnetic phenomena has become necessary.
and electrical propagation in complex systems
can have extremely concrete applications.
With an allocation of 100,000 hours on GENCI’s
Curie supercomputer at TGCC, the researchers
This was the case with the work carried out by
from Telecom Bretagne used high resolution
Francesco Andriulli and his team (Telecom Bremodels, capable of processing very large scale
tagne) which opened highly promising prosissues, including - as with the brain - several
©
Telecom
Bretagne
pects within the health ﬁeld, speciﬁcally for
billion elements, with the aim of developing a
diagnosing epilepsy.
new generation of electroencephalograms for
real time diagnostics and with the level of accuracy neeDuring an epilepsy seizure, the neurones suddenly pro- ded to be the starting point of a focal epilepsy seizure, for
duce an abnormal electrical discharge, either in a limited the best possible preparation of the surgery.
area (partial or focal seizure) or in the whole of the brain This is only possible with high performance computing.
(generalised seizure). With focal epilepsy, the challenge is The important challenges here are of both a scientiﬁc and
to pinpoint the “electrical source” at the origin of the sei- medical nature.
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PORTRAIT

Casting light on numeric development
Ivan Duchemin (CEA) and Xavier Blase (CNRS) were the winners of the 2014 Bull Fourier Prize, created
by Bull in 2009 with the support of GENCI. This award acknowledged their work in simulating the
electronic and optical properties of organic systems, for a wide range of applications in electronics
and for the production of light or power generation.
It was in Grenoble, four years ago, that the paths of Ivan
Duchemin and Xavier Blase initially crossed. The ﬁrst was
then a post-doctorate student at the Laboratoire de Simulation Atomistique at the Institut Nanosciences et Cryogénie at the CEA - he is now fully part of it; the second was
working at the Institut Néel at CNRS, where he had already
worked in collaboration on the ab initio modelling for
condensed matter physics.

© CEA

Methodological and numeric development are the unifying
threads to their paths. Together, and linked with theoreticians and experimenters, the two researchers are attempting to deﬁne and develop methodologies for studying the
properties of organic molecules.

the need for long and expensive in-vivo research.
With the Bull Fourier 2014 prize, it is “all numeric work
carried out behind the scientiﬁc result” that has been recognised, say Ivan Duchemin and Xavier Blase, authors
of a hundred scientiﬁc publications.
It was a signiﬁcant moment: “The award of this prize puts
our work on the same level as those of the French laboratories using numeric simulation at the highest level, for
example in climatologyor astrophysics”. Something to encourage them to continue along with their work! 

Bull Fourier 2014 Prize ceremony, on 21 January 2015 in Paris.
Pierre Barnabé (Atos), Catherine Rivière (GENCI), Xavier Blase, Ivan Duchemin

In the form of crystals or polymers, these carbon-based
compounds not only have similar characteristics to those
of standard semi-conductors (silicon), but also other signiﬁcant advantages - weight, ﬂexibility, ease of fabrication - opening the way for a range of applications: Screens
for laptops and televisions, photovoltaic cells, light
sources, etc.
Thus the interest of ﬁnding out more. That is the focus of
the vocation of Ivan Duchemin and Xavier Blase, as they
work to develop methodologies that are sufﬁciently predictive and reliable for “in-silico screening” and the selection of the most promising molecules.
An incalculable gain for the experimenters as this removes

and Pascal Barbolosi (Atos). © Bull/Nigel Dickinson

The Bull Fourier Prize is awarded each year to research teams, academic or company based, in the ﬁeld of numerical simulation and
high performance computing in France. Inaugurated in 2009 by Bull,
a company in the Atos group, in association with GENCI, it has a ﬁrst
prize of 15,000 euros and a second prize consisting of a computing
time allocation on the resources of GENCI.
Whilst the 2014 1st prize went to Xavier Blase and Ivan Duchemin,
the 2nd prize (200,000 hours on GENCI’s Occigen computer at Cines)
was won by the team of Jean-Baptiste Filippi (Université de Corse)
for its work on modelling the propagation of major forest ﬁres.
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Hydroelectric potential
Hydroelectricity accounts for 16% of world electricity production. It is the leading renewable energy source.
Whilst it has been in use for over a century, there
are still challenges that need to be
overcome in order to boost output and extend its potential.
Working in collaboration with
various industrial partners, a
team from the LEGI (Laboratoire
des Ecoulements Géophysiques et
Industriels) in Grenoble studied the
© LEGI
dynamic of the ﬂows for a variety of
technical solutions for producing electricity from an hydraulic source: From
major hydroelectric installations (in association with Alstom) to marine turbines in rivers or at sea (in association
with HydroQuest).

These studies involved very
high resolution numeric simulations carried out using 12.3 million hours
on GENCI’s Turing computer at Idris.
Compared with the standard statistical simulations carried out in industry, these simulations provide a much more precise
description of the ﬂows.
This means that a better understanding
of the inﬂuence of vortex instabilities on
the output is now possible, enabling the
development of new ways of controlling
these.
This work was performed using the
YALES2 code in the context of the “SUCCESS” Scientiﬁc Interest Grouping at CNRS.

Controlled reactions
Will nuclear fusion, a natural reaction gnetic ﬁeld. The greater the heat losses, the longer the
occurring in the Sun and the stars in time in conﬁnement that is required to achieve a self-susthe Universe, be the future of energy taining reaction.
supplies on the Earth?
Thanks to the ab initio simulations carried out using the
A result of a massive international collaboration, the ITER GYSELA code on GENCI’s Turing supercomputer at Idris
(International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) faci- (20 million hours), the researchers demonstrated that the
lity, currently under construction in Cadarache, should turbulence was able to regulate itself by generating ﬂows
provide an answer within the next ten years.
of the order of the size of the machine, which effectively
In the meantime scientists are reﬁning their understan- stabilised it, thus limiting the heat losses.
ding of the physical phenomena involved and high performance computing is playing a dominant role in this.
This unexpected property, subsequently
conﬁrmed experimentally, would seem to
This is the case with the team of Yanick Sarazin (CEA), offer considerable possibilities in controlwhich is attempting to predict heat losses associated with ling fusion reactions, provided that the
the turbulence which develops in the plasma.
self-organisation of the turbulence is ma© CEA
In reactors like ITER, the fusion reaction is achieved by naged.
conﬁning a very hot plasma by means of an intense ma- This work is continuing into 2015.

EQUIP@MESO PROJECT
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Active network
Launched in 2011, the Equip@meso project has fostered in the regions the national dynamic created
by GENCI in the last seven years.
Scientiﬁc training and promotion was the strong
point in 2014 for Equip@meso which was involved in a number of national and international
events: The Rencontres Universités Entreprises
in March in Paris, the Teratec forum in July in Palaiseau and also Supercomputing’14 which was
held in November in the United States in New Orleans (see page 17).
This presence was further strengthened through
the organisation of “Mésocentres” and “Mésochallenges” days in Paris in October (see page
17), with the aim of the latter to present the
major scientiﬁc projects that had made use of
the computing resources of the project’s partners
(see examples on following pages).
In addition, in support of the increasing skills of
the players in high performance computing in
France, Equip@meso was involved in organising
and promoting a number of training schools in 2014, including
“Ab initio” in Lyon in May, “Optimisation” in Strasbourg in July,
in partnership with the Groupe Calcul, as well as “Open ACC”
in Lyon in December.
In terms of relations with industry, more than twenty SMEs received support in 2014 from Equip@meso mesocentres as part
of their HPC-SME project (see page 20).
A number of projects resulted in lasting collaborations between
the mesocentres and the SMEs.

© GENCI

A sign of the vigour of the partnership, following on from the
Universities of Montpellier2, Bordeaux, Franche-Comté and
Bourgogne, a ﬁfth member, the Université d’Orléans, joined
Equip@meso in 2014. They are involved in all the activities of
the project but without funding.
Promoting sharing between universities, Equip@meso has revitalised the high performance computing ecosystem at every
level, regional and national (see interview page 18), in particular
by offering better proximity services to its users.

Winner of the 1st project call “Équipements d’excellence”
from the “Investissements d’avenir” in 2011
€10.5 M budget over 10 years, with a €9 M
investment in 2011-2013
Coordination by GENCI
15 members including 5 subscribers
Objectives: computing resources,
excellent service, HPC-SME links

80% regional
ressources
1 Pﬂop/s available
20 SMEs supported
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A spider-like molecule
It is one of the fascinating aspects of supra-molecular when stimulated by a light source.
chemistry today: The possibility of designing molecules
whose movements will make it possible to execute pre- In understanding the system as a whole (the parts of the
programed functions in devices or materials.
molecule involved in the movement, positions, etc.), a
theoretical study is essential but represents a real chalValuable initial experimental results had been obtained lenge given the lateral size of the systems (7x7 nm2) and
using an isolated arachnoid form molecule placed on a the number of atoms (approximately 4,000 atoms).
gold or graphene substrate and with “legs” that moved
As part of the Mésochallenges 2014 (see below), Eric Duverger (Université de Franche-Comté, UFC) and Sorin Melinte (Université Catholique de Louvain) modelled the
molecule in interaction with a surface, using the VASP
(Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package) code.
Their computations, carried out using the UFC mesocentre
cluster, enabled them to obtain images of the molecule,
equivalent to those that could be generated using a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) ﬁtted with a tungsten
tip.
© UFC

GENCI and Equip@meso were present, for the ﬁrst time, at the Rencontres Université
Entreprises (RUE), on 20 and 21 March 2014 in Paris.
In order to present a consistent offer for companies, a number of public sector players shared a common stand, known as “Maths
& Calculs pour l’entreprise”: In addition to GENCI and Equip@meso, these included AMIES, the Maison de la Simulation and regional computing centres (MaiMoSiNe in Grenoble, CaSciModOT in Orléans and CeMoSiS in Strasbourg), highlighting the ﬂexibility
of the services available to companies, with support provided at the local or national level.

The second “Mésochallenges” day was held on 8 October 2014, in Paris.
Open to all users of high performance computing, this day was an opportunity to
present the projects (Mésochallenges) that have been selected to use the full capacities of a parallel computer, for example following its installation, before it is
put in production.

All rights reserved

The third annual Equip@meso day was held in Lyon, on 16 May 2014, on the subject of
“Ab initio simulations”.
Organised by the Fédération Lyonnaise de Modélisation et Sciences Numériques, this seminar allowed a variety of users of
Equip@meso partner mesocentres, to present recent developments in high performance computing methods, as well as a
number of examples of the use of ab initio methods in various ﬁelds.
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INTERVIEW

“This project should make us ambitious”

All rights reserved

Director of the Champagne-Ardenne computing mesocentre, ROMEO, “historic”
partner in the Equip@meso project, Mickaël Krajecki talks about the meaning of
this partnership, its achievements and the latest mesocentre news.
Why take part in this project?

A mesocentre is above all a shared resource, a highly technical environment and
a team that is able to satisfy the high level
of expectations of its users: Software, computing power, storage and support, in particular from our Doctorate students.
In addition, companies, of any size, must be able to make use
of these tools to be competitive, to design the products of tomorrow, and this has been the mission of the Champagne-Ardenne mesocentre for many years.
This means the range of know-how of a mesocentre is extensive, as is its area of intervention and, in this context, we believe
that playing a part in a national dynamic is the best way of ensuring the sustainability of the actions. Local challenges can
beneﬁt from the experiences of our neighbours, and this desire
to work with other mesocentres has a long history. ROMEO is
a member of GIS GRID’5000, the national grid project of Inria
and we have worked with the Normandie mesocentre, CRIHAN,
for many years on the sharing of software. Thus when the national coordination of regional centres was suggested, we immediately saw the value of sharing our experience.

What does this partnership offer? How would you
sum it up so far?
Equip@meso has mobilised a lot of energy, and we must
congratulate the partners for their commitment. The equipment
aspect has been dominant because an additional 800 Tﬂop/s
have been made available for researchers: This represents 80%
of the installed computing power in the region, tens of scientiﬁc
projects and hundreds of users. Everyone has beneﬁted from
this exemplary dynamic, with the project attracting a number
of partners wishing to be associated with it and the organisation of different scientiﬁc events: Schools, themed scientiﬁc
days, Mésochallenges days, etc.
One can also mention the international visibility, with the attendance of Equip@meso representatives at the two most recent Supercomputing conferences in the United States.
This project should make us ambitious: The French regional
centres should not feel overshadowed by their European or international colleagues.

One of the most important aspects and one that is at the heart
of our strategy, is the HPC-SME project (see page 20). It has
long been complicated identifying SMEs to which we could
offer our skills, and the use of our resources by these small
companies is often problematic, in particular because of the
cost of industrial software licenses, and speciﬁc environments.
We have to provide a customised solution each time and HPCSME should enable us to offer this personalised service to
SMEs.

What were your “Equip@meso” 2014 news and
what are you looking forward to in 2015?
At the end of 2013, the Université de Reims Champagne-Ardenne installed the Roméo supercomputer, the latest
Equip@meso project equipment. We took the opportunity to
bring together all our historic local partners, Reims Métropole
and the Conseil Régional de Champagne-Ardenne, as well as
the European FEDER fund, to triple the initial investment.
The result was a hybrid CPU/GPU supercomputer offering a
maximum computing power - ranked 151st in the Top500 with
254.9 Tﬂop/s - and an outstanding energy efﬁciency - 5th place
in the Green500.
This architecture, unique in France, is beneﬁting an extensive
community and offers new scientiﬁc perspectives by means of
large scale simulations that had been unimaginable until now.
Meta-analysis in the immunity ﬁeld (analysis of multiple proteins in order to study immune responses) and the real time
output in ultra-high deﬁnition of a prototype automobile, carried
out in collaboration with PSA (see presentation on next page),
are just two examples among many.
This dynamic is ongoing into 2015 and 2016 with two new projects: 3DNEUROSECURE (as part of PIA2 - Development of the
digital economy) integrated with the Maison de la Simulation
de Champagne-Ardenne and which, I think, points towards the
high performance computing of tomorrow for health sciences
(massive data, visualisations, simulations); the “Calcul intensif
et Industrie” Industrial Chair with our technological partners
(including the CEA, NVIDIA and Bull), in developing numerical
simulation along three axes - education, research and industrial
valorisation. It is vital that this symbiosis between these creative national and regional initiatives is extended and strengthened, in particular for providing support for companies.
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Advantage to the ‘lion’
At every stage in the construction of a vehicle, Peugeot
makes use of numeric imaging to save time and avoid expensive prototypes.

The computing power of Romeo, the
Champagne-Ardenne computing centre cluster (see previous page), with its 260 graphic processors (GPU), made
it possible to produce these quality videos in real-time in
For some of these stages, maximum quality videos, known ultra-high resolution. The teams at PSA can now carry out
as “photo-realist”, are even needed. During the project their project reviews with a maximum degree of reactivity
reviews covering the style, images of the best quality are and interactivity.
required in order to assess colours, materials, textures And whilst these images are produced in Champagne-Ardenne, they can be sent anywhere in the world, to Reims
and details.
of course, to the Paris region and the ofﬁces of PSA and
These sequences are normally pre-calculated because to the United States…This was for instance the case last
they take so much computing time, which considerably spring in California, for the GPU Technology Conference
limits the reactivity of these
(GTC’2014), one of the sector’s leading international
events, where the constructor’s Onyx conceptbrainstorming sessions.
car was chosen to help defend the French
automobile industry (see opposite image).

© PSA

This real feat demanded the implementation of various technologies and the involvement of several partners.
Other than PSA and Romeo, Bull was also
involved in this world ﬁrst with the creation of the cluster, Dassault 3DExcite for
the output and the construction of the complete image, Scalable Graphics for the end-toend video transport, NVIDIA for the computing and
compression of the images, alongside BARCO for the 4K
display (resolution of 3840x2160 pixels).

Equip@meso partners

Acquired with the Equip@meso project, the MESU computer
owned by the Université Pierre et Marie Curie (Institut du calcul

10 partner mesocentres
Maison de la Simulation, Université de Strasbourg, Aix-Marseille Université, Université de Reims Champagne-Ardenne
(ROMEO), Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1 (FLMSN), PRES
Paris Sciences et Lettres (MésoPSL), Université Pierre et
Marie Curie, PRES Université de Toulouse (CALMIP), Université Joseph Fourier Grenoble (CIMENT), Centre de Ressources Informatiques de Haute-Normandie (CRIHAN).

5 subscriber mesocentres
Université de Franche Comté (MésoComté), Université Montpellier 2 (HPC@LR), Université de Bordeaux (MCIA), Université de Bourgogne (CCUB), Université d’Orléans (CCSC).

et de la simulation), is open to users since the beginning of 2014.
© UPMC

THE HPC-SME INITIATIVE
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Extended initiative
Led by Bpifrance, GENCI and Inria, the ambition of the HPC-SME Initiative (Initiative HPC-PME) is to
democratise the use of numerical simulation within the small and mid-sized enterprises in France
that make up a critical mass of the national industrial fabric.
Among the standout events of last year, the HPC-SME Initiative
continued to extend its network of supporter partners, both academic and industrial, who share the belief that numerical simulation and high performance computing need to be as widely
deployed among the SME sector as possible and wish to play
a part in that deployment. In this context the École Polytechnique joined the initiative in July 2014. With an objective: To
share with HPC-SME its expertise in the ﬁeld of high performance computing and, more generally, in those scientiﬁc ﬁelds
that require its use.
In November 2014, it was the turn of NVIDIA, the maker of processors and graphic cards, to announce that it was joining the
HPC-SME Initiative as a technological partner, following on from
Intel in 2013. NVIDIA intends, among others, to relay the initiative through its distribution circuits in France and take part in
technological training initiatives offered to SMEs in the context
of the initiative.
This backing enabled new SMEs to turn their industrial projects
into reality in 2014. For some of these, such as HydrOcean,
Algo’Tech and Nexio Simulation, thanks to their projects being
supported by the initiative,they have already been able to win
new contracts, to create jobs and to innovate.

By the end of 2014, of the ﬁfty SMEs that have beneﬁted from
the HPC-SME Initiative since its creation four years ago, around
twenty have provided signiﬁcant proof of the value of numerical
simulation and, in some cases, of high performance computing
in helping increase their competitiveness (see examples pages
21 and 23), with another ﬁfteen still in the project implementation phase.
The proﬁle of these SMEs vary hugely in terms of geographic
location, industrial sector (aeronautics, automobile, renewable
marine energy, electronics, ﬁnance, medicine and health, materials, ﬂuid mechanics, etc.), size (VSB, SME or MSE) and degree of maturity in terms of using numerical simulation and
high performance computing.
With the aim of building on these achievements, the initiative’s
founding members - Bpifrance, GENCI and Inria - undertook a
review in 2014 to look at how to strengthen the initial dynamic
by extending the HPC-SME Initiative through the regions.
This extension, which is scheduled for launch in 2015 (see interview page 22), has drawn on the feedback from the HPCSME regional cells (Rhône-Alpes, Toulouse, Reims and Rouen),
and will make it possible for even more SMEs to make the most
of the dynamism of their local ecosystems, close at hand and
involving both public and private sector partners.

An initiative led by Bpifrance, GENCI and Inria with the support of
5 competitiveness clusters: Aerospace Valley, Axelera, Cap Digital,
Minalogic and Systematic
4 academic partners: CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, IFPEN and Onera
2 technological partners: Intel and NVIDIA
A range of services meeting the needs of each SME
50 SMEs supported
4 regional cells for
extending the initiative
20 SMEs having successfully switched to
numerical simulation
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Algo’Tech wired into high

performance computing

With the support of the HPC-SME Initiative, Algo’Tech, a
software company specialising in electrical and wiring
diagram software for civil engineering works, industrial
machines and embedded systems, successfully upgraded
its electrical wiring software for high performance computing.
Based in Bidart (Pyrénées-Atlantiques) and member of the
Aerospace Valley competiveness hub, a HPC-SME partner,
the company, employing around ten people, was able to
work with Inria, in particular in the context of skill transfers
based around the doctorate-advisor model.

for high performance computing, ready
for marketing in the near future. Eventually, other software produced by the company will also
be available in versions derived from high performance
computing.
The ﬁnal stage in its industrial project carried out in the
context of the HPC-SME Initiative, Algo’Tech has been selected by the European Fortissimo project (see page 28)
to deploy its software products on a commercial Cloud
platform.

The SME is now a fully integrated and visible part of the
This collaboration, subject to ﬁnancial support from Bpi- European high performance computing ecosystem.
france, enabled the SME to
make the technological
leap needed to be able to
develop a version of its
software that was adapted

Marie Quantier boosts ﬁnance
The ability to directly manage, online
and without intermediaries, and with
a minimum of risk, one’s ﬁnancial
portfolio, is now a possibility. That is what is being offered
by the Paris-based SME, Marie Quantier, which has beneﬁted from the support of the HPC-SME Initiative.

partner (see page 16), in adapting the SME’s original code
for high performance computing.
Drawing up forecasts based on all existing ﬁnancial products and carrying out personalised risk analyses of portfolios generates huge amounts of data that can only be
processed using high performance computing.

This support took the form of collaboration with the Uni- It can also provide results in real-time on all types of deversité Pierre et Marie Curie (UPMC), an Equip@meso vices, in particular tablets and mobiles.
Marie Quantier was able to beneﬁt both from the knowhow of the ICS (Institut du Calcul et de la Simulation), the
scientiﬁc computing research, specialist know-how and
training centre of UPMC, and access to its computer for
running a series of tests.
© MQ

This work has resulted in the putting online of its ﬁnancial
portfolio management and optimisation platform aimed at
individual investors.
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“High performance computing and numerical simulation are driving forces for competitiveness and innovation for companies”

All rights reserved

Fabien Terraillot, from General Directorate for Enterprises at the Ministry of the Economy,
Industry and Digital Sciences, talks about the importance of increasing the use of numerical simulation, in particular in the SME sector in boosting national competitiveness.

The contribution numerical simulation and high performance computing can make
to industry in general and to
the SME sector in particular

It is beyond doubt that high performance
computing and numerical simulation are driving forces in competitiveness and innovation for companies but there are two
challenges here.

and its close relationship with Inria gives it, in addition, the ability to attract both large and small businesses.
The work of GENCI acts as a catalyst and has helped us understand the problems faced by French SMEs, unaided, in integrating numerical simulation. We need to show them the
beneﬁts they can achieve through this: GENCI has a very important role in this respect, in particular through the HPC-SME
Initiative.

The HPC-SME Initiative and outlook

Firstly, all industrial sectors need to be able to master the use
of high performance computing and numerical simulation.
Whilst this is already the case in the sectors such as aeronautics and automobile, new uses of simulation are being developed in sectors such as chemistry and agriculture.
Secondly, we need to work with small and mid-sized companies. In France, as a general rule, SMEs make less use of numerical simulation than do their rivals in Japan and Germany.
Using numerical simulation opens valuable opportunities because as the technologies spread, the entry costs decline and
there are several GDP points to be gained!

HPC-SME is an outstanding proof of concept, a shop window
on what can be achieved for small and mid-size companies.
The HPC-SME Initiative is now in its industrialisation phase: In
the context of the Call for Expressions of Interest (CEI) of the
“Programme des Investissements d’Avenir” relating to the
spread of numerical simulation, the French government is going
to provide the means to really expand this approach.
With an objective: To move from there being tens to several
hundred supported SME’s, by being closer to the regions and
thus to the companies, and by bringing together all of the
players in the academic and industrial ecosystem. It is essential
that we maximise the number of available levers of action!

The role of GENCI in promoting numerical
simulation and high performance computing within industry

This is a new dynamic that is going to be applied and that has
arisen from the review carried out as part of the “Supercomputers” plan, one of 34 plans in the “Nouvelle France Industrielle” announced in autumn 2013. GENCI contributed to this
review undertaken under the auspices of Teratec.
We are absolutely convinced of the value of spreading the use
of numerical simulation. It is a truly excellent programme!

The principal role of GENCI is to promote access to high performance computing for academic and technological research.
Its involvement in the PRACE European research infrastructure

Following on from the Nantes-based SME, HydrOcean in 2013, in
2014 Nexio Simulation has received the “HPC Innovation Excel© Nexio Group 2014
lence Award”. This annual award was presented by the international
consultancy ﬁrm, IDC, in recognition of the level of excellence acquired in the application of advanced numerical simulation, in particular through the HPC-SME Initiative. Specialising in
the design and publication of electromagnetism simulation software (for the marine, aeronautic, defence and automobile sectors), and thanks to the support offered through HPC-SME, the Toulouse-based SME successfully adapted one
of its leading codes, CAPITOLE-EM, for high performance computing, making it possible for it to process 6 million unknowns
(compared to just 500,000 before). A performance that enabled it to win two major contracts from Japan at the end of 2013.

ACTIONS & ACHIEVEMENTS
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Principia builds its product offer
Even more powerful products and even better adapted to software. This support also helped open the doors to the
its customers’ needs, that is what
European high performance computing ecosystem: It was one of the ﬁrst
Principia, an SME located in southeast France, can now offer.
SMEs selected by the Fortissimo project (see page 28) to deploy its software products on a commercial
Specialising in applied engineering
cloud platform.
for the offshore sector (oil, gas and
Delivering both signiﬁcantly reduced
renewable marine energy) and publisher of reference software in the
computing times and a new “On Demand” product that won immediate
ﬁeld, the La Ciotat-based company
favour among its customers.
has successful adapted its DEEPLINES simulation code for high
Principia also responded to the 2nd
performance computing.
© Principia
call for applications of SHAPE (see
With the support available through the HPC-SME Initiative, page 24) which closed on 15 January 2014 and the rePrincipia was able to make use of the expertise of a team sults of which will be known in April. That was the ﬁnal
from Inria Sophia Antipolis Méditerranée in scaling up its stage in its collaboration with the HPC-SME Initiative.

Danielson increases business
This is one of the “historic” successes
of the HPC-SME Initiative… That of the
engine manufacturer, Danielson Engineering, which has invested in a hardware and software platform for advanced 3D modelling.

nical computations, within its new design ofﬁce.
A proﬁtable strategy that has seen the hiring of three new
staff.

Danielson does not intend to stop now… The SME intends
to develop its expertise in composite materials whilst
A specialist in the design, modelling, fabrication and de- consolidating its existing one in combustion.
velopment of engine prototypes for automobile, aeronautic
and defence applications, the Magny-Cours-based SME
received technological, methodological - with the assistance of IFPEN - and ﬁnancial support.
It took the company two years to complete its industrial
project, known as ADVICE or Advanced Design for Vehicles
and Internal Combustion Engine.
With the support of the HPC-SME Initiative, it was able to
deﬁne and implement a new computing platform enabling
it to offer its customers new advanced service provisions
covering combustion and optimisation as well as mecha-

© DE
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THE EUROPEAN RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE PRACE

Winning bet for PRACE
The European research infrastructure has been providing scientists since 2010 and industry since
2012 with a network of world class supercomputers, including Curie in France, as well as high added
value services.
power of 2 Pﬂop/s and a generalist and balanced architing the commitment of France within PRACE - was one tecture. Alongside France, three other countries (Germany,
of the most sought-after systems during the twice yearly Italy and Spain) also made similar investments, thereby
project calls of the infrastructure. And French scientiﬁc enabling PRACE to provide truly exceptional resources and
and industrial teams distinguished themselves: The pro- services in Europe, the source of many scientiﬁc advances
portion of French projects chosen by PRACE on the basis and including some that received the 2014 prize awarded
of their scientiﬁc excellence, reached 37% in the 9th call. by the readers of HPCwire (see page 29).
A record and grounds for satisfaction for GENCI which, on Yet another success was that of SHAPE (SME HPC Adopbehalf of France, has invested 100 million euros between tion Programme in Europe), based on the model of
2010 and 2015 in deploying this computer with a total France’s HPC-SME Initiative (see page 20) to help European SMEs integrate high performance computing. FolloAll rights reserved
wing the initial pilot call launched at the end of 2013
through which ten SMEs, including two from France, were
offered support, SHAPE is now one of PRACE’s permanent
services.
In 2014 as in 2013, the Curie supercomputer - represen-

In addition, the success of the six PATC (PRACE Advanced
Training Centres) is an acknowledged fact. Since August
2012, PATC France, coordinated by the Maison de la Simulation, in liaison with the three national computing centres and Inria, delivered 27 training sessions and trained
over 300 academic and industrial researchers.
Discussions on a model to ensure the future of PRACE
until 2020 took place throughout 2014 and are expected
be completed in 2015.

25 member States of PRACE (Partnership for Advanced Computing in
Europe) including France represented by GENCI, which is both
a founding member and host
6 world level supercomputers, including Curie operated by the teams
of TGCC
More than 9 billion hours allocated to
346 projects since 2010
18 Petaﬂop/s globally available
France 1er beneﬁciary in terms of scientiﬁc
(number of projects) and industrial users
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A more secure network
Developing a new generation of tools enabling network network (such as a series of particularly
operators to guarantee the secure operation of the Euro- cold winter scenarios) and then simulapean electricity system in a context that includes new ting how the system behaves for a large number of faults
energy sources (wind, photovoltaic), new equipment (di- (for instance, the loss of a network lines following a shortcircuit).
rect current lines) and increased
“trafﬁc” on the interconnection
The year-long simulations, starlines, this is what the iTesla pro- View of the European electricity network © iTesla
ted in September 2014, are
ject is all about.
heavy users of computing resources and only PRACE is in a
With 21 partners - network opeposition to supply these.
rators, universities, research
centres and companies working
The results of these simulations
in the ﬁeld -, this European prowill allow the drawing up of the
ject, co-ordinated by RTE, the
security rules that will eventually
French transmission system
be used as the reference in deoperator, received, through the
termining in advance what corPRACE initiative, an allocation of
rective actions should be taken
nearly 10 million hours on Curie.
It involved, for the project’s partners, generating the wi- in the event of a problem. iTesla is scheduled to become
dest possible range of representative situations for the operational in 2018.

Beneath Italy
Anticipating the effects of major seismic events is a major challenge for
society as a whole and one that requires a solid understanding of the
geophysical processes at work, as well as of the internal
structure of the Earth.
Identifying the key mechanisms that can cause an earthquake in order to determine operational scenarios is a
particularly difﬁcult task as it depends both on the ability
of scientists to accurately “picture” the internal geological
structure of the planet on various scales and to process

Simulation of the 20 May 2012 earthquake in Northern Italy (Émilie-Romagne) © IMAGINE_IT

the mass of data recorded during previous earthquakes.
The IMAGINE_IT project, led by Dimitri Komatitsch, Director of Research at CNRS, in very close link with the National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology in Rome
(Emanuele Casarotti, Federica Magnoni, Daniele Melini,
Alberto Michelini, et al.) and US partners, are working to
produce a full and detailed high deﬁnition image of the
subsurface structures of the whole of Italy, because the
country is a highly vulnerable earthquake zone (Aquila in
2009, Émilie-Romagne in 2012).
With an allocation of 40 million hours on the Curie supercomputer, the team set itself the ambitious objective of
producing a model of the subsurface structures of Italy, in
three dimensions and in very high resolution using the
SPECFEM3D acoustic imaging software.
Launched in September 2014, for one year, this work which requires an enormous amount of computing time
to take into account all the various parameters involved is a world ﬁrst for the region.
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INTERVIEW

“European and national resources are complementary”

All rights reserved

Sylvie Joussaume, Director of Research at CNRS (Laboratoire des Sciences du
Climat et de l’Environnement, Institut Pierre Simon Laplace) and coordinator of
the European climate modelling network, took over as Chair of the PRACE Scientiﬁc Steering Committee at the beginning of 2015, for one year. She talks about the
need for the full integration of the various European and national computing resources.
What can PRACE offer European,
and in particular French researchers?

I would like ﬁrst of all to point out that high
performance computing is an essential tool
for academic research, both fundamental and applied, in every
ﬁeld: Physics, astrophysics, chemistry, climatology, combustion,
fusion, biology…
PRACE has made it possible for the scientiﬁc communities in
Europe to access some of the most powerful computing resources in the world. These computers enable advanced simulations that were simply not possible before, characterised by
an improved processing of the complexity of systems, for
example in cosmology, biology, or with extremely high resolutions, in climatology.
Thanks to PRACE, not only can researchers be competitive on
the international stage, but they can also acquire experience
on new types of machines.
It is extremely important that the scientiﬁc communities work
to support PRACE to make sure it can best respond to their
needs: The resources exists for their use! The Scientiﬁc Steering Committee (SSC) provides a way for scientiﬁc communities
to express their needs in terms of the PRACE infrastructure.
The SSC submits its recommendations to the PRACE Council
concerning areas such as the operation of the computing time
allocation system and the requirements of the communities.

To what do you attribute the success of French
teams within PRACE, as they are in ﬁrst place by
the number of projects selected and second in
terms of the number of hours allocated?
This success comes thanks to the investments made by GENCI
in ensuring that France operates one of the PRACE supercomputers, in the support it provides for users and by making sure
that, at the national level, powerful computing resources are
available.
The various European and national resources are complementary: The former make it possible to undertake very large-scale

projects at the cutting edge of research, and the latter make it
possible to undertake a wide range of projects that can meet
most of the requirements of the various communities. On top
of this, without the experience gained at the national level, it
would not be possible to even think about “moving on to
PRACE”, which demands powerful codes and successful experience of high performance computing!
The existence of European resources however does not mean
we can do without the national level. This is particularly the
case in the ﬁeld of climatology, which is one of the biggest
consumers of high performance computing time. Discussions
are currently underway at the national and European levels to
prepare our contribution to the next IPCC (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change) report.

So, what more speciﬁcally, is your scientiﬁc community looking for?
I would like ﬁrst of all to point out our speciﬁcity: The research
work at the international level on the climate is organised to
provide data, on a regular 6-year basis, for the assessment reports of the IPCC on climate change and the impact of this. We
work with some thirty research groups spread around the world
to compile a coordinated set of numerical simulations that are
made available to the international community.
These successive international assessment reports have a
number of objectives: To improve our understanding of the climate system, to validate climate models and to forecast the
possible future changes in the climate on the basis of various
socio-economic scenarios and their associated levels of greenhouse gas emissions. Following the 5th report, known as CMIP5
(Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5), which was
completed in 2014 and will act as the reference for the 21st
United Nations Conference on Climate Change (or COP21) to
be held in Paris at the end of 2015, we are now therefore preparing for the 6th report which will take place mainly between
2016 and 2018. The level of our contribution, in terms of models and the resolutions used, will depend essentially on the
computing and storage resources to which we have access.
We are counting on GENCI to maintain our added value!

ACTIONS & ACHIEVEMENTS
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Among the stars
When massive stars reach the ends of their lives, they disappear in gigantic explosions known as supernovas and
these can last for several months.
These are essential processes in the
history of the Universe: With the explosion, these stars release the various chemical elements synthesised
during their existence and that are
favourable to the formation of new
celestial objects such as neutrons
stars and black holes, by triggering
or accelerating the contraction of
regions of interstellar medium.

neutron stars. This is the subject of the
research work of Hans-Thomas Janka
(Max-Planck-Institut fuer Astrophysik, Germany) and his
team making use of the resources of
PRACE.
© Janka

An initial allocation of almost 150
million hours, in 2012, on the Curie
(France) and SuperMUC (Germany)
supercomputers, allowed them to
carry out the very ﬁrst three-dimensional simulations of the explosion of
a supernova.

Thanks to these important results,
the German research team was then
Despite being one of the most specable to obtain a further allocation of
tacular cosmic events, supernovas
remain poorly understood by astrophysicists as they strive a year, with almost 150 million hours again on Curie and
to learn more about the phenomena involved, in particular SuperMUC, from September 2014 to September 2015.
the exact role of neutrinos -produced in huge quantities - Helping them reﬁne their descriptions of the smallest mein the degeneration of massive stars and the creation of chanisms involved in supernovas.

In the heart
The engine for blood circulation in the
body, the heart carries out this vital
mechanical function by contracting
and then relaxing under the control of
an electrical system. Although we have known this for a
long time, the coupling between the heart’s electrical and
mechanical “systems” has only very recently been modelled, when the organ as a whole is becoming the subject
of ever-increasingly detailed simulations.

MUC supercomputer (Germany), the two researchers are
working to develop a better understanding of how the topography and characteristics of these systems can result
in arrhythmias and the normally fatal ﬁbrillation, as well
as the exact role in the process of the heart contracting
and relaxing.

These two research focuses will help in developing a
unique model of the entire electromechanical process involved, including a detailed and realistic description of
These systems play a crucial role in problems relating to cardiac electrical activity.
heart rates (arrhythmias), which can take the form of the
All rights reserved
heart beating too quickly (tachycardia) or too slowly (bradycardia), or of weak pumping actions.
The project led by Professor Edward Vigmond (Université
de Bordeaux), working together with Gernot Plank (Medical University of Graz, Austria), was the ﬁrst of its kind.
With an allocation of nearly 7 million hours on the Super-
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OTHER EUROPEAN PROJECTS

European projects: In for the long haul
GENCI is involved in two European initiatives for the development of high performance computing,
one to promote the use of numerical simulation within the SME sector, and the other contributing to
preparations for the next generation of supercomputers.

Fortissimo: and another one!
The objective for Fortissimo is clear: To provide a commercial HPC Cloud service through a single access point
bringing together all the tools needed for the realisation
of an industrial project (applications, expertise, resources,
etc.) and available on a pay-by-use basis. With a budget
of 16 million euros over three years, as of 1 July 2013,
this collaborative European project brings together, under
the auspices of the University of Edinburg, 45 partners including GENCI and Inria within France’s HPC-SME Initiative
(see page 20), with a focus on the industrial experiments
carried out with European SMEs.
Following its ﬁrst project call at the end of 2013 which resulted in 22 SMEs, including 6 from France, one of which
was Principia (see page 21), being selected, Fortissimo
launched its second project call in summer 2014 from
which eleven new projects were selected (including three
from France), with the start scheduled for the 1st half of
2015.

Annual review of the Fortissimo project in Edinburg (UK)
in September 2014 © EPCC

The French applicants were all from companies that had
received support under the HPC-SME Initiative and in
most of these cases Fortissimo represents the ﬁnal stage
in their industrial projects. In total, Fortissimo is planning
on carrying out, between now and 2016, some ﬁfty experiments in “Cloud-based” industrial applications.

Mont-Blanc: Powering up
The work of this European project, co-ordinated by BSC
(Spain) and with GENCI responsible for the part related to
the assessment of candidate Exascale applications, continued throughout the past year.
Granted an initial budget of 14.5 million euros, with just
over eight million funded by the European Commission,
the objective for Mont-Blanc is to evaluate the potential
of low energy consumption components, such as for the
technologies in our mobiles, for the next generation of supercomputers. Initially launched in October 2011 for three
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years, the project has been extended until June 2015
(“Mont-Blanc 1” phase).
Following the production by Bull in 2013 of prototype
hardware, the assessment of the ease of porting and programming for eleven target applications (see illustrations
below) continued in 2014. This involves speciﬁcally a detailed analysis of how these behave when scaled up and
the energy proﬁling on the prototype installed at BSC.
This particular assessment programme is scheduled to
continue until June 2015. Mont-Blanc has been granted
additional funding of eight million euros from the European Commission to continue
MP2C
PEPC its activities until September 2016 (“Mont-Blanc
2” phase).
YALES2

© BSC

SHORTS
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As in each year since it was founded in 2007, GENCI took
part in the Ter@tec 2014 forum, of which it is also one of
the sponsors.
The Equip@meso project (see page 16), the HPC-SME Initiative (see page 20)
and PRACE (see page 24) were the top subjects for discussion over the two
days of this annual meeting between the leading players in high performance
computing in France, held on 1 and 2 July 2014 at the Ecole Polytechnique in
Palaiseau.
© Foucha-Muyard-Dherines
All rights reserved

GENCI goes to New Orleans.
The Louisianian city played host, between 17 and 21 November 2014, to the international Supercomputing 2014
(SC’14) conference and world reference in HPC.
For GENCI, sharing the CNRS stand (see photo opposite),
this was an opportunity for intense networking both with
its partners and with leading players in the HPC market.
Until next time, in Austin, under the Texan sun, in 2015.

Honoured at SC’14, Curie takes 2 HPCwire
awards.
Renault, within PRACE , was awarded by the “Best Use
of HPC in Automotive” prize, with its allocation in 2014
of 42 million hours on Curie to optimise the parameters for its automobile crash-test. This work, which resulted in a
world ﬁrst in terms of the number of parameters processed (200 parameters, 20 million elements), means Renault is
already getting prepared for the arrival of the upcoming EuroNCAP safety standards.
A team at the Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics
was honoured with the “Top Supercomputing
Achievement” award. The team was allocated, within PRACE, 20 million hours on Curie, for simulating the entire known Universe from its birth to the
present day, including the web of spiral and disc
galaxies. The results of this work were published in
Nature, on 7 May 2014.
All rights reserved

SHAPE honoured.
Based on the HPC-SME Initiative model (see page 20)
with the aim of helping European SMEs use HPC as an
integral part of their development models, PRACE’s
SHAPE programme (see page 24) was also a winner, at
SC’14, of the HPCwire 2014 “Best HPC Collaboration between Government & Industry” prize.

GENCI attends 20th anniversary of Orap.
Around 300 people attended this celebration, held at the
Maison de l'Unesco, Paris, on 14 and 15 October 2014,
with the support of GENCI which had a stand.
This was the 34th Orap forum under the auspices of the
structure set up 20 years ago by CEA, CNRS and Inria.
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GENCI IN OUTLINE

GENCI is a “civil society” (société civile) under French law, created in 2007 49% owned by the State,
represented by the ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’enseignement supérieur et de la recherche,
20% by the CEA, 20% by the CNRS, 10% by the Universities, represented by the Conférence des présidents d’Université, and 1 % by Inria.
In order to place la France among the leading countries within Europe and on the international stage
in the ﬁeld of HPC, GENCI has three main missions:
To implement the national strategy for equiping in HPC resources the three national computing
centres and making the systems available for French researchers;
To participate in the creation of an integrated European HPC ecosystem;
To promote numerical simulation and HPC, within the academic and industrial communities.

GOVERNANCE
The governance of GENCI takes the form of a Council and various technical bodies.
The Council acts as a General Meeting. It represents the partners collectively and is where the major decisions are
made (budget, strategic orientations). The Council met four times in 2014.
In carrying out its work, the Council receives support in expertise offered by the following bodies:
The Comité consultatif administratif et financier (CCAF), consisting of representatives of the partners, in relation
to all ﬁnancial and administrative matters;
The Commission des marchés, consisting of experts of public contracts, which must be consulted for any proce
dures inviolving competitive tendering, because of the public funding involvement in GENCI;
The Groupe technique, consisting of representatives of the partners, for technical matters.

TEAM
On 31 December 2014, with Catherine Rivière as CEO, GENCI has a team of 11 people.

National resources management
Jean-Philippe PROUX, COO
Stéphane REQUENA, CTO
Éric BOYER
Thomas PALYCHATA

Civil company
European projects
Maud LORET
Philippe SEGERS

Edouard BRUNEL, CFLO
Laetitia BAUDIN, CCO
Maïté CAMPEAS
Annabel TRUONG

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The main funding of GENCI comes from its members, in proportion to their shares
in the civil company structure. In addition to these contributions, GENCI receives
other budget allocations for its involvement in various European projects including PRACE (see page 24).
In 2014, GENCI’s budget amounted to €30 million (see breakdown opposite).
The purchase of the supercomputer Occigen (see page 4) was the main expenditure item in 2014.

Membership of the Council of GENCI at 31 December 2014
Council Chair: Catherine RIVIÈRE, CEO of GENCI
State representatives: Pascal FOUILLAT, chef du Service de la stratégie en recherche et innovation au ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’enseignement supérieur et de la recherche (MENESR/DGRI), and Eric GRÉGOIRE, conseiller scientiﬁque
au ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’enseignement supérieur et de la recherche (MENESR/DGESIP).
CEA representatives: Maria FAURY, directeur adjoint des Sciences de la matière (CEA/DSM), and Christophe BÉHAR, directeur de l’Énergie nucléaire (CEA/DEN). CNRS representatives: Michel BIDOIT, directeur de l’Institut national des sciences
informatiques et de leurs interactions (CNRS/INS2I), and Jean-François STEPHAN†, directeur de l’Institut national des
sciences de l’Univers (CNRS/INSU). Universities representatives: Daniel ÉGRET, directeur de l’Observatoire de Paris, and
François GERMINET, président de l’Université de Cergy-Pontoise. Inria representative: François SILLION, directeur général
délégué à la science.
Représentant invité du ministère de l’Économie, de l’industrie et du numérique : Fabien TERRAILLOT, chef du bureau
Logiciel à la Direction générale des entreprises (DGE). Au titre du contrôle économique et financier de l’État : JeanClaude PERREL, contrôleur d’État.

Membership of the Comité consultatif administratif et financier of GENCI at 31 December 2014
State representative: Sylvie AMBLARD, chargée d'études au Département de la gestion et du pilotage budgétaires des
programmes à la DGRI (MENESR/DGRI). CEA representative: Patrick GUYARD, directeur ﬁnancier adjoint.
CNRS representative: Cynthia SAYEGH, coordination et programmation des TGIR/IR (Direction de la stratégie ﬁnancière,
de l’immobilier et de la modernisation). Universities representative: Michel DELLACASAGRANDE, ancien directeur ﬁnancier
de l’Éducation nationale.

Membership of the Commission des marchés of GENCI at 31 December 2014
State representatives: Philippe AJUELOS, chef de la mission des achats du ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’enseignement supérieur et de la recherche, et Sylvie AMBLARD, chargée d'études au département de la gestion et du pilotage
budgétaires des programmes à la DGRI (MENESR/DGRI). CEA representatives: Laurence GASSE, Service commercial du
CEA/Saclay, and Thibault PELLETIER, Direction des achats et partenariat stratégique.
CNRS representatives: Gwendoline JOLY-JAGOT, chef du bureau de la Réglementation à la Direction des affaires juridiques,
and Olivier BÉRARD, directeur délégué aux Achats et à l’innovation. Universities representative: Michel DELLACASAGRANDE, ancien directeur ﬁnancier de l’Éducation nationale, and Yves LE RAY, directeur administratif et ﬁnancier de SOLEIL
and Chair of the Commission des marchés for two years.

Membership of the Groupe technique of GENCI at 31 December 2014
State representative: Mark ASCH, conseiller au ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’enseignement supérieur et de la
recherche. CEA representatives: Laurent CROUZET, assistant du directeur des Sciences de la matière - en charge du calcul
intensif et de l’informatique (CEA/DSM), and Jacques DAVID, coordinateur PRACE/GENCI/HPC pour la Direction de l’énergie
nucléaire (CEA/DEN). CNRS representatives: Michel DAYDÉ, délégué scientiﬁque de l’Institut national des sciences informatiques et de leurs interactions (CNRS/INS2I) en charge des grilles de calcul et du HPC, and Denis GIROU, directeur de
l’Idris. Universities representative: Francis DAUMAS, directeur du Cines.
Inria representatives: Jean ROMAN, directeur scientiﬁque adjoint auprès de la Direction de la recherche en charge du domaine « Mathématiques appliquées, calcul et simulation », and Frédéric DESPREZ, directeur scientiﬁque adjoint en charge
du domaine « Réseaux, systèmes et services, calcul distribué ».

Occigen the most powerful computer
for academic research
5.7 petaﬂop/s globally
x 280 in 8 years
1 billion core hours
available in 2015

80% of regional
resources in
Equip@meso
Purchase of
800 Tﬂops in the region

France 1st beneﬁciary of PRACE
for scientists (number of projects) and industrials

50 small companies supported by
the Initiative HPC-PME

www.genci.fr/en

